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2. FSC Response updates- A year in review and key priorities in 2022
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RESPONSE UPDATES
Food security response: Improving access to food

**P E O P L E T A R G E T E D  J u l y - S e p 2 0 2 1**

3.1 M

**R E S P O N S E B Y M O D A L I T Y**

2,215,807
* People assisted through SO1 in Dec 2021

40% Cash
53% Voucher

USD 22.3 Million
Cash/Vouchers Transferred

**P A R T N E R S R E P O R T I N G**

27 partners

**A c c e s s t o F o o d & S a f e t y N e t s**

*Response analysis: Percentage of people assisted by district as of Dec 2021*
Food security response: Protecting livelihoods

**People Targeted: Feb-July 2021**
1.9 Million
50% men  50% women

**Response by Modality**
1,494,026 People assisted through SO2
Jan – Dec 2021
97% Livelihood inputs – In-kind (Agriculture and Livestock)
0.2% Cash
1% Voucher
0.08 M USD Voucher
Cash/Vouchers Transferred

**Livelihood Inputs on Agriculture and Livestock**

**Target vs Assistance**

- Oct: Target 1,149, Assistance 880
- Nov: Target 1,282, Assistance 880
- Dec: Target 1,494, Assistance 880

**Partners Reporting**
12 partners

**Percentage response at district level**
- Above 75%
- 51% - 75%
- 30% - 50%
- 11% - 25%
- 1% - 19%
- 0%
2022 KEY PRIORITIES

1. **SAG**: Revision of ToRs
2. **Monitoring and Reporting on the performance of FSL response in Somalia**: Upgrade monitoring tool
3. **Targeting**: Standardized and practical guidance for better translating IPC results in practical targeting criteria/mechanism
4. **Strengthening level coordination mechanism**: National-State-regional level
6. Advancing FSC strategic and operational priorities in humanitarian agenda in Somalia: Anticipatory action, active representation of FSC in all national coordination fora, interagency missions, CERF/SHF/CPBF

7. Capacity Building - Training
   - Proposal Writing: Build on lessons learned from 2021 HRP
   - Cross-cutting issues: Protection, AAP, the inclusion of people with disability
   - Complaint Feedback Mechanism
   - Sphere Standard
   - IPC
   - LEGS
   - FSC Reporting
Thank you!